Intelligence to Protect

Empowering Partners
with Advanced AI
DataVisor equips partners with the most advanced
AI-based tools and technologies to firmly establish them
as marketplace leaders offering the world’s leading fraud
management solution.

Welcome to the Future of
Fraud Prevention
When you partner with DataVisor, you gain access to a suite of products unrivaled in
the marketplace today. We put the best solutions in your hands, to ensure you
achieve the greatest success with your customers. Our approach, powered by
transformative AI and machine learning capabilities, draws on superior domain
knowledge, scalable big data architecture, and a global intelligence network
comprising over 4.2B global accounts.

Welcome to partnership with DataVisor. Welcome to the future
of fraud prevention.
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About the DataVisor
Partner Program
The DataVisor Partner Program puts the power of the world’s most advanced
AI-powered fraud management solution in your hands. Alongside a comprehensive
suite of leading tools and technologies, we offer superior domain knowledge, a vast

Professional Services

Referral

Full marketing support,
alongside access to resources,
tools, and training materials.

Earn commissions, with access
to sales assets, online training,
and sales and technical staff.

Re-Sell

All-In Packages

Profitably solve customer
problems with rebate and
joint-marketing opportunities
and full team support.

Combine opportunities for
comprehensive customer
success and market leadership

global intelligence network, and access to a wide bench of AI and ML experts with
proven results in the field of AI for Fraud Management. We partner with you every
step of the way, through the entire customer lifecycle, and we offer a range of
opportunities and structures to power your success.

Partnership Tiers
DataVisor’s Partner Program is focused on putting advanced tools in the hands of
our partners to enhance the value you bring to your customers. We arm our partners
with the tools and support necessary to drive adoption of AI and ML-powered
solutions in a fast-growing fraud market, to help you profitably implement the right
solutions for your customers.

Technology
Partners

System
Integrators

Enjoy access to a wide array of
tools, training, and support to
enable you to successfully
bring advanced AI and MLpowered fraud management
solutions to market.

Receive exclusive benefits to
enable growth and profitability
as you leverage the world’s
most advanced fraud
management solutions to
increase competitive
differentiation.

Consultants
Deliver and maintain advanced
AI and ML-powered fraud
management solutions with the
full support of DataVisor’s
marketing and technical teams.

Advisory
Partners
Advance your leadership as a
solution provider with the
inclusion of DataVisor’s
comprehensive suite of
proactive, AI-powered fraud
solutions.

Partner Benefits
DataVisor empowers partners to optimize go-to-market opportunities for maximum

Resources and assets include:

results. We offer close support throughout the customer lifecycle to ensure you’re
able to deliver the solutions your customers need, and to make certain of your
leadership in the crowded fraud management field. We make available a vast array

Marketing tools

of resources to ensure you have the support necessary to create amazing customer

Go-to-market support

experiences that power meaningful growth.

Detailed case studies
In-depth technical white papers
Exclusive product webinars
Live, hands-on product demos
Our goal is to extend your reach to your customers by providing personalized
support and a full range of high-value assets.

Sales Tools
We provide partners with everything required to clearly establish leadership in the
market. While competitors claim to offer AI capabilities and machine learning-driven
products, only DataVisor delivers a comprehensive suite of advanced fraud
management solutions that comprise proprietary technologies, unrivaled domain
expertise, massive global intelligence resources, and the big data architecture and
computation power to enable growth at scale.

Live Demos

Exclusive Webinars

Our experts will demonstrate
the transformative power of our
fraud management solutions.

Our teams present the latest in
fraud intelligence with industry
leaders.

We’ll put high-value assets in your hands, arm you with world-class marketing and
technical resources, and engage directly with your teams to ensure you’re able to
confidently make the case every time that together, we represent the future of fraud
prevention.

Whitepapers, E-Books,
and Case Studies
We provide a full range of
high-value marketing,
promotional, and technical assets.

Contact Us

info@datavisor.com
www.datavisor.com
967 N. Shoreline Blvd. | Mountain View | CA 94043
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